A Monte Carlo study of the quality dependence of diamond thermoluminescent dosimeters in radiotherapy beams.
Monte Carlo simulations with the EGS4 code system have been performed to determine the quality dependence of diamond TLDs in photon beams ranging from 25 kV to 25 MV x-rays and also in megavoltage electron beams. It has been shown that diamond TLDs in the form of discs of thickness 0.3 mm and diameter 5.64 mm show no significant dependence on the incident energy in clinical electron beams when irradiated close to dmax, but require an energy correction factor of 1.050 +/- 0.008 compared with diamond TLDs irradiated in 60Co gamma-rays. The correction factor increases with depth of irradiation and this effect is greater for thicker detectors. The Monte Carlo predicted sensitivity in x-ray beams is constant within 2.5% over the energy range 250 kV to 25 MV. However the sensitivity decreases by about 60% for 25 kV x-rays compared with 60Co gamma-rays.